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Modern Tray Trolley

This deceptively simple and agile trolley features 
locking castors, rubber bumpers, and a brushed 
stainless steel handle for easy maneuvering.

Explore the Modern Tray Trolley.

Service Tray Trolley

A robust solution for caterers that is designed 
with a secure metal leg structure, this trolley is 
available with or without the folding sides that 
doubles the presentation surface.

Explore the Service Tray Trolley.

Craster’s classic hospitality service trolleys provide a flexible mobile 
presentation and distribution point. Available in natural oak and black 
lacquer, the trolleys feature easy-glide castors for maneuvering and a discreet 
rubber bumper to protect your skirting boards.

Hospitality Service Trolleys

https://craster.com/
https://craster.com/oak-modern-tray-trolley/
https://craster.com/black-trolley-with-folding-sides/


Fare Trolley System

A configurable F&B distribution and display system, 
the new Fare Trolley System offers operational 
efficiency across a property from morning to night.

Designed to a gastronorm footprint, this modular 
approach allows trolleys to be used in isolation or built 
out to larger stations using the drop in bridge.

The contemporary metal frame is complemented by a 
selection of materials (hardwoods and HPL available) 
which are reversible and replaceable, extending the 
longevity of the product.

Additional accessories extend the functionality with 
speed rails to maximise surface area and panels to 
conceal lower and middle shelves available, allowing 
the system to spend as much time as possible front of 
house.

Watch the Fare system video at Craster.com

https://craster.com/
https://craster.com/food-beverage/fare/


Flow Trolley

The Flow trolley is the signature product of the Flow 
Range. It has been specifically designed to offer 
complete display flexibility. With multiple extending 
shelves that angle slightly forward to enhance the 
merchandising effect and a folding solid wood flap, 
each trolley offers an adaptable solution for both single 
and double-sided buffet serving. 

As a beautiful display piece, it can be set up in the back 
of house and then easily rolled out for presentation at 
just the right time. Also available in oak, as a single 
sized unit, and with heating and cooling functionality.

Watch the Flow animation at Craster.com

https://craster.com/
https://craster.com/food-beverage/flow/


Follow us for the latest Craster news.
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Download the latest version 
of our catalogue.
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